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Illustrating a Node web application’s structure 

By Mike Cantelon 

In this article, excerpted from Node.js in Action, I talk about the 

components of a typical Node web application and walk through an 

example application.  

 

A typical Node web application has the following components: 

 package.json – A file that contains a list of dependencies, and the command that runs 

the application 

 public/ – A folder of static assets, like CSS and client-side JavaScript 

 node_modules/ – The place where the project’s dependencies get installed 

 One or more JavaScript files that contains your application code 

 The application code is often further subdivided as follows: 

 app.js or index.js – The code that sets up the application 

 models/ – Database models 

 views/ – The templates that are used to render the pages in the application 

 controllers/ or routes/ – HTTP request handlers 

 middleware/ – Middleware components 

There are no rules that dictate how your application should be structured: most web 

frameworks are very flexible and require configuration. However, this template is the general 

outline that you’ll find in most projects. 

It’s much easier to learn how to do this if you practice, so let’s create a skeleton web 

application the way a seasoned Node programmer would. 

Starting a new project 

Creating a new Node project is easy: create a folder, and then run npm init. That’s it! The 

npm command will ask you a few questions–you can answer yes to all of them. Here’s a full 

example: 

mkdir tldr 

cd tldr 

npm init 
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Once you’ve done this you should look at the contents of package.json. You can manually edit 

it, but most of the time you’ll find the npm command does most of the work. 

Running the examples 

To run these examples, make sure you restart the server after editing the code each time. 

You can do this by pressing CTRL-C to end the Node process and then type node 

index.js to start it again. 

The examples are presented in snippets, so you should be able to combine them 

sequentially to produce a working app.  

Now you’ve got an empty project, what’s next? Most people would add a module from npm 

that makes web development easier. Node has a built-in http module that has a server, but 

it’s easier to use something that reduces the boilerplate required for command web 

development tasks. Let’s install Express. 

ADDING A DEPENDENCY 

To add a dependency to a project, use npm install. The following command installs 

Express: 

npm install --save express 

Now if you look at package.json you should see that Express has been added. The following 

snippet shows the section in question: 

"dependencies": { 

  "express": "^4.12.4" 

} 

The Express module will be in the project’s node_modules/ folder. If you wanted to uninstall 

Express from the project, you could run npm rm express --save. This removes it from 

node_modules/ and updates the package.json file. 

A SIMPLE SERVER 

Express is focused on modeling your application in terms of HTTP requests and responses, and 

it’s built using Node’s built-in http module. To make a very basic application, you need to 

make an application instance using express(), add a route handler, then bind the 

application to a TCP port. Here is a full example: 

var express = require('express'); 

var app = express(); 

 

app.get('/', function(req, res) { 

  res.send('Hello World'); 

}); 

 

app.listen(3000); 
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It’s not as complicated as it sounds! Save this code to a file called index.js, and run it by 

typing node index.js. Then visit http://localhost:3000 to view the result. To avoid 

remembering exactly how to run each application, most people use npm scripts to simplify the 

process. 

NPM SCRIPTS 

To save your server start command (node index.js) as an npm script, open package.json 

and add a new property under scripts called start: 

  "scripts": { 

    "start": "node index.js", 

    "test": "echo \"Error: no test specified\" && exit 1" 

  }, 

Now you can run your application by typing npm start. People use npm scripts for all kinds 

of things–building client-side bundles, running tests, and generating documentation. You can 

put anything you like in there, it’s basically a mini-script invocation tool. 

Comparison with other platforms 

For comparison, the equivalent PHP Hello World application is simply: 

 <?php echo '<p>Hello World</p>'; ?> 

It fits on one line and it’s easy to understand, so what benefits does the more complex Node 

example have? The difference is in terms of programming paradigm: with PHP your application 

is a page, in Node it’s a server. The Node example has complete control over the request and 

response, which means you can do all kinds of things without configuring a server. If you 

wanted to use HTTP compression or URL redirection, then you can implement these features 

as part of your application logic–you don’t need to separate HTTP and application logic, they 

become part of your application. 

Instead of having separate HTTP server configurations, you can keep it in the same place, 

and that means the same repository. This makes Node applications are easy to deploy and 

manage. 

Another feature that makes Node applications easy to deploy is npm. Because 

dependencies are installed per-project, you don’t get clashes between projects on the same 

system.  

What’s next? 

Once you’ve got the hang of creating projects with npm init and installing dependencies 

with npm install --save, you can create new projects very quickly. This is great because 

it means you can try out ideas without messing up other projects. If there’s a hot new web 

framework you want to try out, then just create a new directory, run npm init, and install 

the module from npm. 

http://localhost:3000/
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With all of this in place, you’re ready to start writing code. At this stage you can add 

JavaScript files to your project and load modules that you’ve installed with npm --save by 

using require.  

 


